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Abstract
Typed homomorphic relations on heterogeneous algebras are generalized to allow
relationships between elements in the carrier sets of dierent types. Such relations
are needed for the model theory of incomplete, hierarchical specications with sub-
types. Typed logical relations are generalized similarly. These tools help give a
simple model-theoretic account of subtyping among abstract data types as observed
by terms of a simply-typed lambda-calculus with subtypes.
1 Introduction
Program transformation and optimization are concerned with relationships among pro-
grams and program parts such as expressions. In a typed programming language, atten-
tion is typically restricted to relationships that hold among expressions of the same type.
For example, in the study of the typed lambda calculus, one considers only equations
between terms of the same type. Logical relations among models of the typed lambda
calculus are families of relations indexed by type, so that elements of type T in one model
are only related to elements of type T in the other model [Sta85]. Similarly, homomor-
phisms among multi-sorted algebras are families of functions indexed by sort, so that the
elements of one sort are mapped to elements of the same sort.
Leavens's work was supported in part by the ISU Achievement Foundation, the National Science
Foundation under Grants DCR-8510014 and CCR-8716884, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
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For reasoning about subtypes, such strictly typed relations are inadequate. For exam-
ple, the triple h1; 2; 3i acts like the pair h1; 2i when it is viewed as a pair, since its rst and
second components are the same. (That is, by applying the operations first and second,
one cannot tell them apart.) So if one wishes to study such topics as representation in-
dependence, specication, verication, and optimization for object-oriented programming
languages with subtypes, one needs a way to relate objects of dierent types. This does
not mean that one abandons the idea of typed relations, however; for example, the triple
h1; 2; 3i does not act like the triple h1; 2; 7i when it is viewed as a triple, although they
act alike when viewed as pairs.
Our generalization is thus a family of relations,R, indexed by types, such that eachRT
may relate objects of all types that are subtypes of T . For example, one can think ofRPair
as describing how a triple (or a pair) is coerced into a pair [BW90]. Or one might think of
RPair as describing which triples (and pairs) behave like which pairs. We distinguish two
families of such of relations in this paper. Relations such that, for each T RT preserves
the operations of type T and such that whenever S is a subtype of T RS  RT , are called
generalized homomorphic relations. Generalized homomorphic relationships are preserved
by expression evaluation. Generalized homomorphic relations such that whenever S is a
subtype of T , each object of S is related by RT to some object of T , and which do not
misrelate directly observable objects are called simulation relations. Simulation relations
are used to dene when one abstract data type is a subtype of another.
Applications of such relations to the problems of specifying and verifying object-
oriented programming languages are discussed in [LW90], [Lea91], and [Lea90]. Veri-
cation is based on supertype abstraction, where functions are veried using properties
of the supertype's specication, including datatype induction, as if the supertype had
no subtypes. The specication of a purported subtype must be shown to satisfy cer-
tain semantic constraints that guarantee that such verications are sound, even when the
functions are passed objects of the subtype.
An objection to our generalization of strictly typed relations would be that one can
always construct algebraic models where the carrier set of a subtype is a subset of the
carrier sets of its supertypes. (As is done, for example, in [Car84]. This condition is also
imposed on models in order-sorted algebras [GM87].) For example, given an arbitrary
algebraic model of a specication, A, where the carrier sets AS are disjoint, one can con-
struct a model A0 such that for each type T , A0T is the union of AS for all subtypes S of
T . Our answer to this objection is that such a construction may invalidate some of the
properties one would like to use in verication. In particular, such a construction may
invalidate datatype induction. This concern arises because such a construction may build
a model that is outside the intended class of the specication's models. For example,
consider hierarchical specications and hierarchical models [WPP+83, Denition 15]. For
modularity of specication and verication, one would consider the supertype's speci-
cation to be the base to which subtypes are added. Thus the carrier set of a type, T ,
would be generated by ground terms from T 's specication (without its subtypes), and
it cannot include extra elements that represent objects of a subtype of T . For example,
although triple is a subtype of pair, there would be no triples in the carrier set of the type
pair. Hierarchical models are necessary if one is to use datatype induction on supertypes
in verication, since otherwise the \junk" elements in the carrier set of T that are not
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generated by terms from the specication of T get in the way.
Our generalization of typed relations and its applications to reasoning about object-
oriented programs was inspired by Bruce and Wegner's coercion functions [BW90], which
generalize the inclusions of an order-sorted algebra [GM87]. The idea is that a generalized
order-sorted algebra has a coercion function cS;T for each T and each subtype S of T that
maps the carrier set of S to the carrier set of T . A coercion cS;T must preserve the eect
of all of the operations of the supertype T . One way to think of the RT component of a
generalized relations is as the union of all of Bruce andWegner's cS;U for all subtypes S and
U of T . An earlier reference is Reynolds's work on category-sorted algebras [Rey80], where
similar \conversion functions" are required. We use algebraic models similar to category-
sorted algebras. The major dierence between our work and that of these authors is that
we do not require the coercions between carrier sets to be internal to an algebra. Instead
we impose legality conditions on subtypes by requiring coercive relationships between the
carrier set of a subtype in one algebra and the carrier set of the supertype in another
algebra. (We permit, but do not require, the two algebras to be the same.)
The use of external instead of internal coercions allows one to investigate subtyping
among types that may be incompletely specied. Incomplete specication is important
in object-oriented design, since it leaves choices open that may be made by implementa-
tions or by subtypes. For a suciently complete specication, all models have the same
observable behavior; hence one can either reason from a model or from the specication.
However, an incomplete specication may have models with observably distinct behav-
ior. Thus, for an incomplete specication, one cannot always draw conclusions from the
behavior of a single model. Some specications do not even have a universal model that
captures all the behavior of a specication. The use of external instead of internal coer-
cions allows us to draw correct conclusions about incompletely specied behavior. That
is, the \other algebra" of an external coercion embodies the potential dierences from the
given algebra that are allowed by a specication.
For example, consider an incompletely specied type IntSet, with a choose operation
that is only specied to return an element of its argument. One must consider a variety of
hierarchical models to fully capture the semantics of such a specication. (The standard
initial model construction would add new elements to the carrier set of Int, and thus
would not be a hierarchical model.) Furthermore, to allow the maximum expression of
the incompleteness of such a specication, one might also wish to consider models with
nondeterministic operations [Nip86] [Hes88]. If one considers models with nondeterminis-
tic operations, then the type IntSet can have subtypes. But if one considers only models
with deterministic operations, then the type IntSet cannot have subtypes; that is, there
are certain functions with IntSet arguments that will give surprising results if passed
objects of some other type S. (This is even true when S is a copy of IntSet!) In inves-
tigating such statements, one must take the semantics of IntSet's specication as given.
If the semantics consists of a variety of hierarchical models, then the choose operations
of S and IntSet are interpreted independently; for example, in a given model choose
on IntSet might return the largest element, while choose on S might return the least
element. This would prevent the obvious internal coercion from preserving the eect of
choose within each model. There is no external coercion that works for this example
either, but if the choose operation is permitted to be nondeterministic, then there will be
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external coercions although there are not always internal coercions (within each model).
To permit interesting subtype relationships in our examples, we do consider models with
nondeterministic operations. But the nondeterminism is not the main point; the main
point is that external coercions provide more power for investigating subtyping among
incompletely specied types.
The next two sections dene and investigate some basic properties of these relations.
The last two sections contains some further discussion and conclusions.
2 Relations for Algebraic Models with Subsorts
In this section we dene generalized homomorphic relations, state their fundamental prop-
erty, dene simulation relations, and use them to dene subtyping in a way that ensures
that subtypes do not exhibit surprising behavior. For historical reasons, in this section
types are called sorts, and subtypes are called subsorts.
2.1 Algebraic Models of ADTs with Subsorts
The syntactic interface of a collection of abstract data types in an object-oriented program
is formally described by a signature. A signature, , consists of
 a preordered set SORTS of sorts, with a subset V  SORTS of visible sorts such
that for all T 2 V , if S  T , then S = T ,
 a family OPS of operation symbols, indexed by their rank, and
 a function ResSort:OPS ; SORTS  ! SORTS , which is monotonic in its second
argument and which returns an upper bound on the result sort of an operation
applied to a tuple of arguments with the given sorts.
This essentially follows Reynolds [Rey80, Page 217]. The visible sorts (e.g., Bool) are used
below to dene observations. Since ResSort is total, in general there will be a sort NS (i.e.,
nonsense) that is a supersort of all sorts in SORTS , so that if ResSort(g; hT1; T2i) = NS,
then one can consider that g is undened on arguments of sort T1 and T2.
An example signature, II , is given in Figure 1. The signature II denes operations
that are like those in a class-based, hybrid object-oriented programming language, such as
C++ or CLOS. The sorts include, IntSet, Interval, and the visible sorts Bool and Int.
The preorder  relates Interval to IntSet and each sort to itself. All sorts are related to
NS by , but these relationships are not all shown. The denition of ResSort is only given
for those combinations of arguments that do not result in NS. Operations must be dened
for all arguments of a subsort; hence ins may take either an IntSet or an Interval as its
rst argument; ins is allowed to return an IntSet in either case. Thus the monotonicity
requirement is trivially satised. The operations include the primitive constructors named
nullSet and mkInterval, the \instance operations" such as ins (short for \insert"), as
well as operations for the visible sorts (most of which are not shown).
In the following  will stand for an arbitrary signature.
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SORTS
def
= fIntSet; Interval; Bool; Int; NSg
V
def
= fBool; Intg
The subsort preorder 
Interval  IntSet
Interval  Interval
IntSet  IntSet
Int  Int
Bool  Bool
Interval  NS
. . .
ResSort and OPS
ResSort(nullSet; hi) def= IntSet
ResSort(mkInterval; hInt; Inti) def= Interval
ResSort(ins; hIntSet; Inti) def= IntSet
ResSort(ins; hInterval; Inti) def= IntSet
ResSort(elem; hIntSet; Inti) def= Bool
ResSort(elem; hInterval; Inti) def= Bool
ResSort(choose; hIntSeti) def= Int
ResSort(choose; hIntervali) def= Int
ResSort(size; hIntSeti) def= Int
ResSort(size; hIntervali) def= Int
ResSort(remove; hIntSet; Inti) def= IntSet
ResSort(remove; hInterval; Inti) def= IntSet
ResSort(not; hBooli) def= Bool
. . .
Figure 1: The signature II for IntSet and Interval.
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Models of abstract data types with signature  are called -algebras. The operations
are allowed to be nondeterministic. A -algebra A = (jAj;OPSA) consists of:
 a carrier, jAj, which is a SORTS-indexed family of sets,
 for each n  0 and g 2 OPSn, an interpretation gA such that for each n-tuple of
sorts ~S and for each tuple ~q 2 A~S, g
A(~q) is a nonempty subset of
S
UResSort(g;~S)AU .
Besides the nondeterminism, this is a slight generalization from Reynolds's category-sorted
algebras, in that the information provided by ResSort is regarded as an upper bound and
not as giving exact information about the result sort. This generalization is appropriate
for modeling object-oriented programs, where the declared result sort of an operation is
regarded as an upper bound. The operations of an algebra are total in the sense that
there is always some possible result for each operation.
An example II-algebra, B, is given in Figure 2. The gure denes the carrier set of
IntSet to be nite sets of integers, while the carrier set of Interval is taken to be pairs of
integers (written [x; y]). The denitions of the operations are only shown for combinations
of arguments for which ResSort does not return NS; for all other combinations the only
possible result is , the only object of sort NS. The choose operation, when passed an
IntSet argument, is nondeterministic; that is, it can return several dierent integers, so
its set of possible results may have more than one element. On the other hand, when the
choose operation is passed an Interval argument, it can only return the least integer in
the interval. Intervals are always nonempty. The other operations are deterministic, so
their set of possible results is a singleton set.
2.2 Generalized Homomorphic Relations
Relating elements of one algebra to elements of another in a way that is preserved by
expressions is a generalization of the usual algebraic notion of homomorphism (i.e., ho-
momorphic function).
At each sort T , a homomorphic relation can relate elements of all sorts S  T . The
following abbreviation will be used to describe the set of all such elements in an algebra
C .
Below(C; T )
def
=
[
UT
CU (1)
If C is a -algebra, then it is understood that the preorder  used in this abbreviation is
the preorder on the sorts of .
The extension of homomorphic relations to nondeterministic algebras was inspired by
[Nip86]. However, as nondeterminism is not the main point of this paper, we would like
to deemphasize it in our notation. So we use another abbreviation when comparing sets
of possible results with a relation RT . If Q and R are sets of possible results, then
QRT R
def
= 8(q 2 Q)9(r 2 R) q RT r: (2)
For example, this abbreviation allows Formula (3) to look the same as it would for de-
terministic algebras. This overloading of RT applies only to sets of possible results; it
does not apply when relating individual results (which might nonetheless be sets in our
examples).
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Carrier Sets
NSB
def
= fg
BoolB
def
= ftrue; falseg
IntB
def
= f0; 1; 1; 2; 2; . . .g
IntSetB
def
= fs 2 PowerSet(IntB) j s niteg
IntervalB
def
= f[x; y] j x; y 2 IntB; x  yg
Operations
nullSetB() def= ffgg
mkIntervalB(x; y)
def
=
(
f[x; y]g if x  y
f[x; x]g otherwise.
insB(s; i)
def
=
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
ffig [ sg if s 2 IntSetB
f[x; y]g if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y],
and x  i  y
f[i; y]g if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y],
and i = x  1
f[x; i]g if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y],
and i = y + 1
ffz j z = i or x  z  ygg if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y],
and i > y + 1 or i < x  1.
elemB(s; i)
def
=
8><
>:
ftrueg if s 2 IntSetB and i 2 s
ftrueg if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y], and x  i  y
ffalseg otherwise.
chooseB(s)
def
=
8><
>:
f0g if s 2 IntSetB and s = fg
fi j i 2 sg if s 2 IntSetB and s 6= fg
fxg if s 2 IntervalB and s = [x; y].
sizeB(s) def=
(
fng if s 2 IntSetB and s has n elements
fy   x+ 1g if s 2 IntervalB and s = [x; y].
removeB(s; i) def=
8>><
>>:
ffgg if s 2 IntSetB and s = fg
fs n figg if s 2 IntSetB and s 6= fg
fs0 n figg if s 2 IntervalB, s = [x; y],
and s0 = fz j x  z  yg.
notB(b)
def
= f:bg
. . .
Figure 2: A II-algebra B.
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Denition 2.1. Let C and A be -algebras. A SORTS -indexed family
R = fRT  (Below(C; T ) Below(A; T ))jT 2 SORTSg
is a -homomorphic relation from C to A if and only if the following properties hold:
Substitution: for all sorts T , for all tuples of sorts ~S, ~U , and ~W such that ~U  ~S and
~W  ~S, for all tuples ~q 2 C~U and ~r 2 A ~W , and for all operation symbols g 2 OPS
such that ResSort(g; ~S) = T ,
(~qR~S ~r)) g
C(~q)RT g
A(~r) (3)
Subsorting: for all sorts S and T , (S  T )) (RS  RT ).
The substitution property relates the results of an operation at the expected result
sort (using ResSort). The idea is that during program verication, one reasons based on
static sort information, as reected in ResSort.
A trivial example of a II-homomorphic relation from B to B is the family of sorted
empty relations. The extra conditions on simulation relations, as described below, rule
out such trivialities. The family of sorted identity relations, id, is not a II-homomorphic
relation from B to B, since in II , Interval  IntSet, so the subsorting requirement is
not satised. However, one can form a II-homomorphic relation, id
0, from id as follows.
For all sorts S except NS and IntSet, let id0S be idS. Let id
0
NS
be
S
S2SORTS idS and let
id0
IntSet
be idInterval [ idIntSet.
A more interesting example of a II-homomorphic relation, R0, from B to B is as
follows. Let R0Bool, R
0
Int, and R
0
Interval be identity relations. Let R
0
IntSet be the smallest
relation such that for all [x; y] 2 IntervalB, and for all s 2 IntSetB:
s R0IntSet s (4)
[x; y] R0IntSet fz j x  z  yg (5)
[x; y] R0
IntSet
[x; y]: (6)
(Finally, letR0
NS
be the union of idNS and
S
S<NSR
0
S .) Notice thatR
0
IntSet
is not symmetric,
because an IntSet cannot (in general) be related to an Interval, because the choose
operation is more nondeterministic on IntSet arguments. The substitution property can
be veried by considering various cases. For example, for integers x and y such that x  y,
[x; y] R0IntSet fz j x  z  yg (7)
and so one checks that this relationship is preserved by choose as follows:
chooseB([x; y]) = fxg (8)
R0Int fz j x  z  yg (9)
= chooseB(fz j x  z  yg): (10)
where the results are compared at the sort Int because ResSort(choose; hIntSet) = Int.
So R0 satises the substitution property in this case.
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2.3 Homomorphic Relationships are Preserved by Expressions
Consider the following simplistic expression language:
e ::= x j g(~e) j let x = e in e
where x is an identier, g is an element of OPS , and ~e is a sequence of zero or more e's
separated by commas. The sort inference rules for this grammar are given in Figure 3.
In the rules H is a sort context (a set of identier-sort pairs). A sequent of the form
;H ` e : T means that from the rules, , and the sort context H one can prove that e
has sort T ; the sort T is the nominal sort of e. Axioms of the form  ` ResSort(g; ~S) = T ,
which describe the ResSort component of , are omitted. Axioms of the form  ` S  T
that describe the preorder  on the SORTS of  are also omitted.
[ident] ;H; x : T ` x : T
[op-call]
;H ` ~e : ~S;  ` ResSort(g; ~S) = T
;H ` g(~e) : T
[let]
;H ` e1 : W;  `W  S; ;H; x : S ` e2 : T
;H ` (let x : S = e1 in e2) : T
Figure 3: Sort inference rules
For example, with the signature II , the term
let s : IntSet = mkInterval(3, 7) in ins(s, 4)
has nominal sort IntSet.
As in object-oriented programs, semantic environments are permitted to assign a
meaning to an identier x : T that is an element of the carrier set of some S  T .
(In the example above, s : IntSet denotes an Interval object.) Let H be a sort context.
An H-environment  over an algebra A has the property that for all sorts T and for all
pairs x : T in H, (x) 2 Below(A; T ).
Homomorphic relations are extended to environments pointwise. Let H be a sort
context and let  and 0 be H-environments. Then R 0 if and only if for all x : S in H,
(x)RS 0(x).
The meaning of an expression is a set of all its possible results. If the expression is
deterministic, this set will have one element. Formally, the meaning of an expression e
such that ;H ` e : T in an H-environment  over A, is given by the following (extension
of the environment):
 [[;H . x : T ]] = f(x)g,
 for all tuples of sorts ~S such that ;H ` ~e : ~S:
[[;H . g(~e) : T ]] =
[
~q2[[;H.~e:~S]]
gA(~q)
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 for all sorts W such that ;H ` e1 :W and  `W  S:
[[;H . (let x : S = e1 in e2) : T ]] =
[
d2([[;H.e1:W ]])
[[;H; x : S . e2 : T ]]([d=x])
For example, if s : IntSet denotes the interval [3; 7] in an environment 0 dened
over the example algebra B, then [[II; s : IntSet . ins(s; 4) : IntSet]]0, the meaning of
ins(s,4) in 0, is the singleton set of possible results f[3; 7]g.
The nominal sort of a term can be regarded as an upper bound on the sorts of its
possible results. The straightforward proof uses the monotonicity of ResSort and the
denition of operations.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a -algebra. Let H be a sort context. Let  be an H-environment
over A. If e is a term such that ;H ` e : T , then for all r 2 [[;H . e : T ]], r 2
Below(A; T ).
The following is the fundamental property of homomorphic relations. It says that
homomorphic relationships are preserved by expressions in the simplistic expression lan-
guage.
Theorem 2.3. Let C and A be -algebras. Let H be a sort context. Let R be a -
homomorphic relation from C to A. For all H-environments C over C and A over A,
for all expressions e such that ;H ` e : T ,
(C R A)) ([[;H . e : T ]]C)RT ([[;H . e : T ]]A):
Proof: Suppose that C R A. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of e.
For the basis, e is some variable x. So the result follows from the assumption that
C R A.
For the inductive step, assume that the denotation of each subexpression of some
nominal sort S in C is related by RS to its denotation in A.
 Suppose e is g(~e). Then by the sort inference rules, it must be that ;H ` ~e : ~S
and ResSort(g; ~S) = T . Let q0 2 [[;H . e : T ]]C be a possible result in C . Then
by denition of the meaning of a term, there is some ~q 2 [[;H . ~e : ~S]]C such that
q0 2 gC(~q). By the inductive hypothesis, there is some ~r 2 [[;H . ~e : ~S]]A such
that
~qR~S ~r: (11)
So by the substitution property, there is some r0 2 gA(~r) such that
q0RT r
0: (12)
But by denition of the meaning of a term, r0 2 [[;H . e : T ]]A.
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 Suppose that e is let x : S = e1 in e2. Then by the sort inference rules, there
is some sort W such that ;H ` e1 : W ,  ` W  S, and ;H; x : S `
e2 : T . Let q0 2 [[;H . e : T ]]C be a possible result in C . Then by deni-
tion of the meaning of a term, there is some c 2 [[;H . e1 :W ]]C such that
q0 2 [[;H; x : S . e2 : T ]](C[c=x]). By the inductive hypothesis, there is some
a 2 [[;H . e1 : W ]]A such that
cRW a: (13)
By the subsorting property, since W  S,
cRS a: (14)
Since by hypothesis C R A, by denition of how R relates environments
C [c=x]R A[a=x]: (15)
So by the inductive hypothesis there exists an r0 2 [[;H; x : S . e2 : T ]](A[a=x])
such that q0RT r0. But by denition of the meaning of a term, r0 2 [[;H . e : T ]]A.
2.4 Subsorting means no Surprises
While the generalized homomorphic relations are preserved by expression evaluation, they
are inadequate for formalizing when one object \acts like" another. For example, the
sorted family of empty relations is a homomorphic relation. As another example, the
homomorphic relation id0 described above does not relate triples to pairs. How one object
\acts like" another is formalized in two ways below: using observations and using a special
case of homomorphic relations. It is shown that the relational formalization implies the
formalization that uses observations. This theorem can be summarized by the slogan:
\subsorting means no surprises."
To compare the results of observations one needs an additional assumption about
the visible sorts in -algebras. Think of the visible sorts as \built-in" to particular
specication and programming languages. Since the visible sorts can be directly observed,
their interpretation should be unvarying. Let V be a xed signature dening the visible
sorts and their operations. In what follows we assume that each algebra contains a xed
V -reduct the denes the meaning of the visible types. In our example algebras B, we
take a xed reduct to dene the visible sorts Bool and Int.
For brevity, we consider the (loose) semantics of specications, as opposed to their
presentations. Thus in what follows SPEC will stand for a class of -algebras (with the
same V reduct).
For example, we will take II to be a class of II-algebras that includes the example
algebra B of Figure 2, and an innite number of other algebras that are identical to B
except that they dier in their interpretation of the operation choose when it is applied to
a nonempty IntSet. In the class II we allow the interpretation of choose on nonempty
IntSet arguments to be a function that maps a nonempty nite set s to a nonempty
subset of s.
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2.4.1 Observations
Observations are dened using the visible sorts of . An observation, H  e consists of a
sort context H and a term e such that ;H ` e : v for some v 2 V . The sort context
gives the nominal sorts of the identiers that the observation observes.
To say that the result of an observation is surprising, one needs a notion of what
results are \expected" from a given specication's semantics. An expected result of an
observation that has a free identier x : T , is one that is permitted by the specication of
sort T , assuming that the identier x denotes an object of sort T . Environments where
each identier denotes an object of the identier's sort are called nominal. Formally, an
H-environment over A, , is nominal if and only if for all x : S in H, (x) 2 AS. A
nominal H-environment may be dierent than a H-environment when the carrier sets
of subsorts are not subsets of their supersorts. Thus every nominal environment is an
H-environment, but not vice versa.
For a nominal H-environment over A to exist, for each x : T in H, the carrier set of
T , AT , must not be empty. Nonempty carrier sets are not required by our denition of a
-algebra. But it makes little sense to talk about the behavior of objects of sort T if the
carrier set of T is empty; such an algebra would not be a good model for the sort T .
Informally, the set of expected results of an observation H  e is the union of all the
possible results of e in all nominalH-environments. Formally, ifH is a sort context, v 2 V
is a visible sort, e is a term such that ;H ` e : v, and SPEC is a set of -algebras, then
the set of expected results of H  e for SPEC is the union of all [[e : v]] for all A 2 SPEC ,
and for all H-environments  over A such that  is nominal.
For example, the set of expected results of the observation
s : IntSet  choose(remove(s,3))
for II is the set of all integers, except 3.
Since the set of expected results of an observation is dened using nominal environ-
ments, it is possible that in a non-nominal environment one might observe surprising
results. A set of possible results of an observation H  e is surprising for SPEC if it is not
a subset of the set of expected results of H  e for SPEC . For example, a set of possible
results for the observation s : IntSet  choose(remove(s,3)) that included 3 would be
surprising for II . Fortunately, such a set of possible results would be impossible for an
s : IntSet-environment over an algebra of II .
2.4.2 Simulation Relations
To show that no surprises occur in non-nominal environments, one needs a tool that is
stronger than homomorphic relations.
Denition 2.4. A -homomorphic relation from C to A is a -simulation relation from
C to A if and only if the following two conditions are also satised:
Coercion: for all sorts S and T : (S  T )) (8(q 2 CS)9(r 2 AT ) q RT r), and
V-identical: for each v 2 V , Rv is the identity relation on the carrier set of v (which is
the same in both C and A).
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A simulation relation must relate elements of subsorts to elements of their supersorts.
For example, consider again the II-homomorphic relation from B to B, id
0, formed from
the sorted identity relation id, by dening id0IntSet as idInterval [ idIntSet. This relation
is not a II-simulation relation, since it does not satisfy the coercion property. However,
the relation R0 dened above that in addition relates [x; y] by R0
IntSet
to fz j x  z  yg
is a II-simulation relation. In a category-sorted algebra [Rey80], the family of conversion
functions regarded as a family of relations will be a self-simulation.
Not every II-algebra in the class II permits a self-simulation. For example, consider
an algebra Bmax, which is like B except that the choose operation, when applied to a
nonempty IntSet, has the maximum element of the set as its only possible result. There is
no II-simulation relation from Bmax to itself, because such a relation cannot preserve the
meaning of choose for Interval objects and IntSet, since in Bmax applying choose to
an Interval has the least element of the interval as its only possible result, and applying
choose to a nonempty IntSet has the set's maximum element as its only possible result
(see [Lea90] for a detailed proof of a similar statement).
The following lemma is the key property of simulation relations.
Lemma 2.5. Let H be a sort context. Let C and A be -algebras such that there is
a -simulation R from C to A. Then for all H-environments C over C , there is some
nominal H-environment A over A such that C R A.
To build a nominal environment from a non-nominal environment by the above lemma,
one must ensure that for each algebra there is always a simulation from to some other
algebra. This property is used to dene legal subsort relations.
Denition 2.6. Let SPEC be a set of -algebras. The preorder  on sorts is a legal
subsort relation for SPEC if and only if for each C 2 SPEC there is some A 2 SPEC
such that there is a -simulation from C to A.
For example, the preorder  dened in the signature II is a legal subsort relation
for II . To prove this, let the algebra B play the role of A in the above denition. Then
a relation like the R0 dened above will be a simulation to B. However, some classes
of algebras do not have such a \universal" algebra. For example, consider the class of
algebras IID, which only contains the deterministic algebras of II (i.e., the algebras for
which the choose operation is deterministic). Then it can be shown that the preorder
 dened in the signature II is not a legal subsort relation for IID, because there is
no algebra A 2 IID such that there is a II-simulation relation from Bmax to A. (The
proof requires describing the sorts Bool and Int in more detail than we have done here;
in particular their carrier sets must be generated.)
If the subsort relation is legal, then no observation can have surprising results.
Theorem 2.7. Let SPEC be a set of -algebras. Let H be a type context. Let v 2 V
be a visible sort. Suppose that  is a legal subsort relation for SPEC . Then for all
observations H  e such that ;H ` e : v, for all C 2 SPEC , for all H-environments 
over C , [[;H . e : v]] is not surprising for SPEC .
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Proof: Let H  e be an observation such that ;H ` e : v. Let C 2 SPEC and  an
H-environment over C be given.
Since  is a legal subsort relation for SPEC , there is some A 2 SPEC and some
-simulation relation R from C to A. By Lemma 2.5, there is a nominal H-environment
A over A such that C R A. By theorem 2.3, for each q 2 [[;H . e : v]]C, there is some
r 2 [[;H . e : v]]A such that q Rv r. By the V-identical condition, Rv is the identity
relation on Cv = Av. Therefore, q = r, and so q is an expected result, as r is an expected
result by denition.
The conclusion of Theorem 2.7 may not hold if the subsort relation is not legal. For
example, consider the singleton class of II algebras consisting solely of Bmax. The set of
expected results for fBmaxg of the observation
s : IntSet  choose(ins(s,5))
does not include any integers less than 5, since in a nominal environment the choose
operation of Bmax would return the maximum element of its IntSet argument, which
must be at least 5. But in an environment where s denotes the Interval [1; 10], the set
of possible results of this observation, f1g, would be surprising for fBmaxg.
A result similar to Theorem 2.7 also holds for languages that can makemore interesting
observations. For example, in [Lea90], a similar result is proved for a language with if-
expressions, recursion, and angelic nondeterminism.
3 Relations for Lambda Calculus with Subtypes
In this section we dene a typed lambda calculus, type frames, and a generalization
of logical relations on type frames, taking subtyping into account. The style of this
presentation roughly follows [Gun90] and [Fri75]. We then prove other results similar to
the previous section's.
3.1 The Language
The abstract syntax of type expressions over  is given by the following grammar
T ::= C j T ! T
where C is an element of SORTS . The preorder  on the sorts of  is extended to
a preorder on type expressions using the usual anti-monotonic rule for function types
[Car84].
The abstract syntax of pre-terms over  is given by the following grammar:
e ::= x j g(~e) j x : T :e j e e
where x is an identier and g is an element of OPS . This grammar omits the let
expression from the previous section, since the role of let in binding identiers is now
taken by . The operations from  are not rst-class objects; this simplication avoids
some type-checking problems. A term over  is a pre-term that has a nominal type
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[appl]
;H ` e0 : S ! T; ;H ` e1 : W;  `W  S
;H ` (e0 e1) : T
[abstr]
;H; x : S ` e : T
;H ` (x : S : e) : S ! T
[fun-]
 ` T1  S1;  ` S2  T2
 ` (S1 ! S2)  (T1 ! T2)
Figure 4: Type inference and subtyping rules
according to the rules in Figures 3 and 4. (The notation is the same as for Figure 3.)
Since there is no type subsumption rule, each term has exactly one type.
For example, the nominal type of the following term (over II)
((s:IntSet . ins(s, 4)) mkInterval(3, 7))
is IntSet.
3.2 Type Frames
A -pre-frame is a pair (D;A), where
 D is a family of sets indexed by type expressions, so that DT is the interpretation
of type T ,
 A is a family of functions indexed by pairs of type expressions or by operation
symbols.
{ At indexes that are pairs of type expressions,
AT1;T2 : (Below(D; (T1 ! T2)) Below(D; T1))! PowerSet
0(Below(D; T2))
(where PowerSet 0(Z) is the set of all nonempty subsets of Z) describes the
application of an element of DS1!S2 , where S1 ! S2 is a subtype of T1 ! T2,
to an element of
S
U1T1 DU1 such that the following two properties hold. [Type
invariance:] if (S1 ! S2)  (T1 ! T2), f 2 DS1!S2 , and q 2 Below(D; T1),
then AT1;T2(f; q) = AS1;S2(f; q). [Extensionality:] for all f1; f2 2 DT1!T2, if
for all u 2 DT1 AT1;T2(f1; u) = AT1;T2(f2; u), then f1 = f2.
{ At indexes that are operation symbols, for each g 2 OPS , Ag is such that for
each tuple of sorts ~S and for each tuple ~q 2 D~S, Ag(~q) is a nonempty subset of
Below(A;ResSort(g; ~S)).
Nondeterminism is also permitted in a pre-frame. The nondeterminism originates in the
operations, but functions may be nondeterministic by calling the operations. Therefore,
AT1;T2(f; u) is a nonempty set of possible results.
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Given a -pre-frame (D;A), one can extract a -algebra (D;A)(), where the carrier
set of each sort T is DT , and the interpretation of each g 2 OPS is Ag. Conversely, given
an algebra A, one can construct a pre-frame. For example, using the II -algebra B of
Figure 2, one can construct a pre-frame (E;B 0), such that ES is BS for each sort S of
II , ET1!T2 is the class of all set-valued functions that map elements of Below(E; T1) to
nonempty subsets of Below(E; T2), B 0T1;T2 is function application, and B
0
g is g
B for each
operation g. Then the reduct (E;B 0)(II) is B.
The pre-frame (E;B 0) is not the only pre-frame from which B can be extracted. For
example, one can build a pre-frame (E 0; B 0) such that E 0T1!T2 is the class of all computable
(i.e., -denable) set-valued functions that map elements of Below(E 0; T1) to nonempty
subsets of Below(E 0; T2). Again, (E 0; B 0)(II) is B, but (E
0; B 0) is not equal to (E;B 0).
AnH-environment over (D;A), as above, maymap x : T to an element of Below(D; T ).
A -type frame is a triple of the form (D;A;A[[]]), where (D;A) is a -pre-frame
and A[[;H . e : T ]] is the meaning of a term e (where ;H ` e : T ), which maps an
H-environment over (D;A) to a nonempty subset of Below(D; T ) such that the following
hold for all H-environments :
 A[[;H . x : T ]] = f(x)g,
 for all type expressions W such that ;H ` e1 :W and  `W  S,
A[[;H . (e0 e1) : T ]] =
[
f2(A[;H.e0:S!T ]])
[
d2(A[;H.e1:W ]])
AS;T (f; d)
 for all type expressions T1 and T2 such that ;H; x : T1 ` e0 : T2, the mean-
ing A[[;H . (x : T1 : e0) : T1 ! T2]] is a singleton set of possible results, and if
A[[;H . (x : T1 : e0) : T1 ! T2]] = ffg, then for all d 2 Below(D; T1),
AT1;T2(f; d) = A[[;H; x : T1 . e
0 : T2]]([d=x])
 for all tuples of sorts ~S such that ;H ` ResSort(g; ~S) = T :
A[[;H . g(~e) : T ]] =
[
~q2A[[;H.~e:~S]]
Ag(~q):
If a pre-frame extends to a type frame, then the extension is unique, since the meaning
of a term is completely dened by the above. The II-type frame, B = (E;B 0;B[[]]),
determined by the example II-pre-frame (E;B 0) above is called the full type frame over
the II-algebra B. For example, in the full type frame over B, the only possible result of
the term
(s:IntSet . choose(s))
is a function fc that for each nonempty set s in EIntSet has as its possible results the
elements of s, when applied to the empty set has as its only possible result 0, and when
applied to an interval has as its only possible result the least element of the interval. The
function fc has to behave as if it uses chooseB, by the denition of a type frame.
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3.3 Generalized Logical Relations
Denition 3.1. Let C = (F;C; C[[]]) and A = (D;A;A[[]]) be -type frames. A family
of binary relations indexed by type expressions over 
R = fRT  (Below(F; T ) Below(D; T )) j T a type expressiong;
is a -logical relation with subtypes from C to A if and only if the following properties
hold:
substitution: the restriction of R to a sorted family of relations from the -algebra C()
to A() satises the substitution property of a -homomorphic relation,
logical: for all type expressions S and T :
f RS!T g , ((xRS y)) CS;T (f; x)RT AS;T (g; y)):
subtyping: for all type expressions S and T , (S  T )) (RS  RT ).
Each homomorphic relation from C() to A() lifts uniquely to a logical relation with
subtypes from C to A. To see this, note that the \logical" property denes the relation
at function types. The \subtyping" property follows from the subsorting property of
homomorphic relations; the proof is by induction on the structure of types.
For example, the II-homomorphic relation R0 dened as an example in the previous
section lifts to a II-logical relation with subtypes from the full type frame over B,
B = (E;B 0;B[[]]), to itself. This relation is such that the meaning of
(s:IntSet . mkInterval(1,1))
is related by R0
IntSet!IntSet to the meaning of
(s:IntSet . ins(nullSet(),1))
The following theorem asserts the fundamental property of logical relations with sub-
types.
Theorem 3.2. Let C = (F;C; C[[]]) and A = (D;A;A[[]]) be -type frames. Let R
be a -logical relation with subtypes from C to A. Let H be a type context. For all
H-environments C over C and A over A, for all terms e,
(C R A)) (C[[;H . e : T ]]C)RT (A[[;H . e : T ]]A):
Proof: Suppose that C R A. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of e.
For the basis, e is some variable x; thus the result follows from the relationship of the
environments:
C[[;H . x : T ]]C = fC(x)g RT fA(x)g = A[[;H . x : T ]]A: (16)
For the inductive step, assume that the denotation of each subexpression of some type
S in C is related by RS to its denotation in A.
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 Suppose that e is (e0 e1). Then by the type rules, there are type expressions S and
W such that ;H ` e0 : S ! T , ;H ` e1 : W , and  ` W  S. The inductive
hypothesis for this case is the following:
C[[;H . e0 : S ! T ]]C RS!T A[[;H . e0 : S ! T ]]A (17)
C[[;H . e1 :W ]]C RW A[[;H . e1 : W ]]A: (18)
Since W  S, by the \subtyping" property and the above:
C[[;H . e1 : W ]]C RS A[[;H . e1 : W ]]A: (19)
Therefore, the result follows from the \logical" property and the denition of a type
frame.
 Suppose that e is x : S1 : e0. Then by the type rules, there is some type expression
S2 such that T = S1 ! S2 and ;H; x : S1 ` e0 : S2. Let c and a be such that
cRS1 a; thus by the hypothesis that C R A
C [c=x]R A[a=x]: (20)
Let ffCg = C[[;H . e : S1 ! S2]]C and ffAg = A[[;H . e : S1 ! S2]]A. Then by
the denition of a type frame and the inductive hypothesis:
CS1;S2(fC; c) = C[[;H; x : S1 . e
0 : S2]](C[c=x]) (21)
RS2 A[[;H; x : S1 . e
0 : S2]](A[a=x]) (22)
= AS1;S2(fA; a): (23)
Therefore, by the \logical" property of logical relations with subtypes:
C[[;H . e : S1 ! S2]]C RS1!S2 A[[H . e : S1 ! S2]]A: (24)
 Suppose e is g(~e). Then by the type inference rules, it must be that ;H ` ~e : ~S
and ResSort(g; ~S) = T . By the inductive hypothesis,
(C[[;H . ~e : ~S]]C)R~S (A[[;H . ~e :
~S]]A): (25)
So the result follows directly from the substitution property.
3.4 Simulation and Subtyping
The \subtyping means no surprises" slogan also holds in this setting. The following is the
necessary generalization of simulation relations.
Denition 3.3. A -logical relation with subtypes from C to A is a -logical simulation
relation if and only if it is V -identical and satises the coercion property for all type
expressions.
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The analog to Lemma 2.5 for -type frames is the key to the no-surprises result.
Let SPEC is a set of -type frames. The preorder  on type expressions is a legal
subtype relation for SPEC if and only if for each for each C 2 SPEC there is some
A 2 SPEC such that there is a -logical simulation from C to A.
If the preorder  is a legal subtype relation for SPEC , then the results of an obser-
vation in a non-nominal environment cannot be surprising. That is, a theorem similar to
Theorem 2.7 holds in this setting.
3.5 Simulation for Algebras and Type Frames
A -homomorphic relation extends uniquely to a -logical relation with subtypes; does a
-simulation relation always extend to a -logical simulation relation? Surprisingly, the
answer is \no." The V -identical property poses no problems, but the coercion property
is not necessarily satised by a such an extension.
To build an example, consider the II-simulation relation R0 from our example II-
algebra B to itself. Consider also the full type frame over B, B = (E;B 0;B[[]]) as dened
above, and the type frame, B = (E 0; B 0;B[[]]) which has only computable functions in
the carrier sets of its function types. The algebra B can be extracted from both of these
type frames; that is,
B(II) = B = B

(II ) (26)
Because the R0 is a II-simulation relation from B to B, it has a unique extension to
a II-logical relation from B to B. But this logical relation, R0, does not satisfy the
coercion property, because in EInt!Int there are noncomputable functions that cannot
simulate anything in E 0Int!Int. (Since each type is a subtype of itself, the coercion
property requires that such functions be related to something in E 0Int!Int.)
One restriction on type frames that would rule out such examples is that the type
frames be generated in the following sense. A -type frame A = (D;A;A[[]]), is generated
if and only if for all type expressions T , for all x 2 DT , there is some closed term e such
that ; ; ` e : T (where ; is the empty type context), and x 2 A[[; ; . e : T ]]; (where ;
is also used for the empty ;-environment) and conversely if A[[; ; . e : T ]];= Q then for
all q 2 Q, q 2 DT . Considering only generated type frames is appealing when one also
wants to do type induction, since this condition should also be satised by the underlying
algebra.
The following lemma says that the extension of a simulation relation to a logical
relation satises the coercion property if the type frames are generated. The proof uses
the idea of syntactic coercions from [BTCGS89].
Lemma 3.4. Let C = (F;C; C[[]]) and A = (D;A;A[[]]) be -type frames. Let R be a
-logical relation from C to A. If C and A are generated, and if the restriction of R to a
-homomorphic relation from C() to A() satises the coercion property, then R satises
the coercion property.
Proof: Let R00 be the restriction of R to a -homomorphic relation from C() to A().
Suppose that R00 satises the coercion property. That R satises the coercion property
for all types S  T will be shown by induction on the structure of T .
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For the basis, suppose T is a sort from . Then the result follows from the assumption
that R00 satises the coercion property.
For the inductive step, assume that the coercion property holds for each type expres-
sion in an arrow type. Suppose that T is T1 ! T2. Let S1 ! S2 be a subtype of T . By
the subtyping rule [fun-], T1  S1 and S2  T2. Let f 2 FS1!S2 be given. Since C is
generated, there is some closed term e such that ; ; ` e : S1 ! S2 and
f 2 C[[; ; . e : S1 ! S2]];: (27)
Consider the term
e0
def
= x : S1 : (e x): (28)
The term e0 is also closed and has nominal type S1 ! S2. By the denition of a type
frame and the type extensionality property,
ffg = C[[; ; . e0 : S1 ! S2]];: (29)
Furthermore, e0 can be wrapped in lambdas to make it have nominal type T1 ! T2; this
gives the following closed term
e00
def
= y : T1 : ((z : T2 : z) (e
0 y));
which has nominal type T1 ! T2. Let g be dened by
fgg = A[[; ; . e00 : T1 ! T2]];: (30)
Then since A is generated, g 2 DT1!T2.
We claim that f RT1!T2 g. To prove this, let c and a be such that c RT1 a. By the
\subtyping" property, cRS1 a. So by the denition of -type frames and the substitution
property:
CT1;T2(f; c) = CS1;S2(f; c) (31)
= C[[;x : S1 . (e x) : S2]](;[c=x]) (32)
RS2 A[[;x : S1 . (e x) : S2]](;[a=x]) (33)
The proof of the claim is completed by the following calculation, which shows that
A[[;x : S1 . (e x) : S2]](;[a=x]) is equal to AT1;T2(g; a).
AT1;T2(g; a)
= hby denition of application of a -expression and denition of gi
A[[; y : T1 . ((z : T2 : z) (e0 y)) : T2]](;[a=y])
= hby denition of application in a type frameiS
d2A[[;y:T1.(e0 y):S2]](;[a=y])
S
g02A[;y:T1.(z:T2 : z):T2!T2]](;[a=y])AT2;T2(g
0; d)
= hby meaning of a -expression in a type frameiS
d2A[[;y:T1.(e0 y):S2]](;[a=y])A[[; y : T1; z : T2 . z : T2]]((;[a=y])[d=z])
= hby denition of e0 and meaning of an identieriS
d2A[[;y:T1.((x:S1 : (e x)) y):S2]](;[a=y])fdg
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= hby set theoryi
A[[; y : T1 . ((x : S1 : (e x)) y) : S2]](;[a=y])
= hby denition of application in a type frameiS
d02A[[;y:T1.y:T1]](;[a=y])
S
g002A[[;y:T1.(x:S1 : (e x)):S1!S2]](;[a=y])AS1;S2(g
00; d0)
= hby meaning of a -expressioniS
d02A[[;y:T1.y:T1]](;[a=y])A[[; y : T1; x : S1 . (e x) : S2]]((;[a=y])[d
0=x])
= hby meaning of an identieri
A[[; y : T1; x : S1 . (e x) : S2]]((;[a=y])[a=x])
= hby hypothesis that e is closed, so y is not free in ei
A[[;x : S1 . (e x) : S2]](;[a=x])
Summarizing the above, it has been shown that
CT1;T2(f; c)RS2 AT1;T2(g; a) (34)
Since S2  T2, by the subtyping property of -logical relations:
CT1;T2(f; c)RT2 AT1;T2(g; a) (35)
Since c and a were chosen arbitrarily such that cRT1 a, the claim follows from the \logical"
property of -logical simulations.
4 Discussion
Although we have proved various results about subtyping in the semantics of object-
oriented programming languages, we believe that our tools may be more valuable than
our specic results. That is, we believe that there may be many uses for our general-
ized homomorphic relations, simulation relations, generalized logical relations, and logical
simulation relations beyond the scope of this paper. This belief is founded on the great
utility of the ideas of homomorphism throughout mathematics and the extensive utility
of logical relations. Topics related to subtyping seem to be appearing in many areas of
theoretical computer science, and we hope that our generalized relations will prove useful
in the study of such topics.
4.1 Subtyping and External Coercions
The main advance in the study of subtyping over the work of Reynolds and Bruce and
Wegner is in the use of external coercions: our simulation relations. The use of external
coercions allows us to study subtyping for abstract data types. In particular, we have
shown how to characterize subtyping for incompletely specied types, based on the seman-
tics of their specications. An incidental point (although one that helps make incomplete
specications more useful) is that we have generalized their results to nondeterministic
types. More to the point, we have shown how to integrate subtyping for abstract data
types into the simply typed lambda calculus.
Others have considered lambda calculi with subtyping on the base types, and have also
lifted these subtype relationships to higher types ([Car84] is an early example). However,
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there has been little theoretical attention devoted to the practical problem of deciding
what should be used for the subtype relation on the base types. Aside from the work of
Reynolds, Bruce and Wegner, and the rst author, there is some work by America that
is closely related. America denes subtyping for mutable types based on implications
between pre- and post-conditions of the relevant operation specications [Ame87] [Ame89].
(A more widely known, but less formal account of subtyping is embodied in Meyer's
book on the language Eiel [Mey88].) America's denition is more useful than ours for
programmers, since it gives a direct way to prove that one has a legal subtype relation.
Our denition is dicult to use directly for those not versed in several semantic tech-
niques. However, the advantage of our model-theoretic semantics is that it gives us two
notions of subtyping: a criteria and an independent description. Our criteria is based on
observable behavior. The criteria says that the use of subtyping should not give surprising
results. This criteria has several important implications for program verication [LW90]
[Lea91]. Our independent description of subtyping is based on simulation relations. The
denition of a legal subtype relation, which uses simulation satises our criteria. It does
not appear to be dicult to use our description based on simulation as a means to show
that America's denition of what is a legal subtype relation also satises our criteria, at
least for abstract types whose objects are immutable.
The \no surprises" result described above for the simply typed lambda calculus with
subtypes has not yet been extended to more interesting languages. It would be interesting
to know whether an analogous result holds in higher-order type systems, such as the
calculus of constructions. But perhaps a more interesting extension would be to prove
a \no surprises" result for a language that could make more observations [Nip86]. For
example, the language could makemore interesting observations if it was extended by such
features as angelic nondeterminism, streamed output, and recursion. It may be possible
to extend the results in [Lea90] along these lines.
4.2 Language Semantics with Subtypes
Our denition of a type frame does not require that the interpretation of a subtype be a
subset of the interpretation of each of its supertypes. This property is crucial for the base
sorts, but it is not clear what the proper relationship between the notions of subtype and
subset should be for the function types. Our denition does permits the interpretation of
a subtype to be a subset of the interpretation of a supertype; however, we do not require
this property.
Our lambda calculus with subtypes given above provides an alternative to calculi with
rules of subsumption (e.g., as in [Car84]). In our calculus, each term has at most one
type, and proofs of typings are unique if they exist, just as in the simply typed lambda
calculus. Giving a unique type to each term makes the language easier to understand.
(That is, it is easier for to those who have not seen it the other way rst.)
Another interesting aspect of our semantics of the simply typed lambda calculus with
subtypes is that it allows computation over an algebra. This marriage of algebraic models
and programming languages is certainly not new (see [Nip86], for example), but we believe
it provides a good theoretical playground for studying languages with abstract data types.
We have not, as yet, fully investigated the equational theory of the simply typed
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lambda calculus with subtypes. Aside from the problems of nondeterminism, there are
several interesting problems to be investigated. For example, should equations between
terms of dierent types needed? We believe the answer is \no", but this remains to be
shown.
Other future research would be to follow Gunter's development of the semantics of the
simply typed lambda calculus [Gun90] farther, and investigate cartesian closed categories
as models of the simply typed lambda calculus with subtypes.
5 Conclusions
Generalized homomorphic relations and generalized logical relations are useful tools for
the study of languages with subtyping. They help to answer the question: when is one
abstract data type a subtype of another? Our answer to this question is based on a
(loose) semantics of abstract data type specications. Our denition of subtyping meets
an observational criteria; that is, the use of subtyping does not lead to surprising results.
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